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	Text Field 20: Close your eyes for a few seconds. Think about the word Africa! What comes to mind? Children dying from hunger, epicenter of poverty, disease ridden or even tyrant leaders? What else comes to mind? Dig deep! Difficult to think of anything positive to say, right? Many of us have been exposed to  the negative stereotypes of Africa. This course provides an unrivaled journey across the world's most fascinating  and misunderstood continent. Here you will discover the different mixes of  personalities, languages and arts. 
	Text Field 21: Term 1Is Africa a country? Do all Africans speak the same language? During the first part of this term we will identify and address misconceptions we have become accustomed to. We will  also address what cultural appropriation is and how this can be offensive.Term 2Mythology, folktales and African Literature  - during this term  we take a closer look at African nobility. African Arts - an introduction to prehistory art! Masquerade, metalwork, sculpture, architecture and dance . These different forms of art will help us make sense of the world and dabble in religion.Term 3 What it means to be African? Are there Caucasian Africans? Does my skin colour determine if I am an African? During our final pit stop we discuss what it means to be an African and the rich history of the continent. We will also dedicate time to pay respects to pioneering Africans and learn of the struggles and discriminations they have overcome.
	Text Field 22: You will achieve: Student portfolio Plan and participate in cultural events such as Black History Month 
	Text Field 23: Speakers Corner London African Cultural Celebration Day BFM international Film FestivalWork shops from SOAS ambassadors and lectures The Royal African Society Bryan Reeves -Tribal Gathering 
	Text Field 24: Favorite African Folktales  - Nelson MandelaMansa Musa and the Empire of Mali African Philosophy and Though Systems - A Search for a Culture and Philosophy of Belonging - Munyaradzi Mawere and Tapuwa R. Mubaya 
	Text Field 25: Mythology & Folk talesAfrican literatureAfrican artsAfrican danceSocial responsibilityReal world application
	Text Field 26: Team workGlobal awarenessEvent management Public speaking Curiosity ResiliencePresentationProblem solving
	Text Field 27: Languages History Geography English LiteraturePerforming Arts Religious Studies 
	Text Field 28: Journalist United Nations Politician Author Entrepreneur 
	Subject 2: African Cultural Studies  


